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Introduction
While not a new concept, Observability as a buzzword has
taken on new life recently. From legacy monitoring providers
to new “observability” vendors, there is a lot of talk about
observability and application performance monitoring. This
paper looks at Observability from a pragmatic viewpoint,
specifically how can organizations transition from APM to
Observability. Along the way, we’ll look at some specific
questions to ask.
•
•
•
•

What is APM?
What is Observability
Does Observability replace APM?
Should you migrate from APM to Observability,
and if so when and for what reasons?

At the end of this, you’ll be better equipped to understand the old / new
world of Observability, how it compares to APM and other monitoring
solutions, and key questions to address when looking at your monitoring and
observability strategy.
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Digital Transformation – The Fuel for the Fire
Even before Covid-19 shifted many interpersonal and commercial interactions online, enterprises globally were
implementing their core customer, prospect, partner, supplier, and employee facing processes in software. This
means that every enterprise is in essence becoming a software company with the need to build software, test
software, operate software in production, and most importantly continuously enhance this software to keep it
competitive and to respond to requirements from the users of the software.
This demand on the part of companies worldwide for software engineering has well exceeded the supply of
available software engineers and has then resulted in a set of innovations designed to speed the development of
software and the delivery of software into production:
Agile Development broke
development into smaller chunks
(sprints) allowing for continuous
incremental progress in software
development.

Databases proliferated in order
to meet the needs for various
data models, scalability needs,
performance needs, data types
and redundancy requirements

DevOps made supporting software
in production more effective and
efficient

In summary the response to
Digital Transformation has created
the following unprecedented
dynamics:

CI/CD automates much of the
process of delivering software into
production
New languages like Python, PHP,
Node-JS, and Go were invented
to speed the development of the
classes of applications for which
these languages are appropriate
New runtimes like Spring
Boot, OpenShift and Pivotal
took progressively more of the
burden of building and running
infrastructure software off of the
shoulders of the developers
Docker allowed applications to be
isolated in containers along with
their supporting libraries which
smoothed the process of testing
and integrating new releases into
production
Kubernetes automated the
process of orchestrating groups of
containers as needed to respond
to changes in demand and other
conditions

• A very high pace of innovation
• A high rate of change of
application software in
production
• A very diverse set of languages
• A very diverse set of runtimes,
supporting software and
databases
• A dynamic execution
environment in which services
are rapidly scaled up and
down
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APM and Modern Applications
The Crucial Role of APM
Application Performance Management (APM) is the most important class of
monitoring software for the simple reason that APM monitors the applications
and transactions that actually implement the functionality that the business
and the actual end users care about. Everything else except the application
is supporting infrastructure for the application, and while the infrastructure is
essential and important, it is not as important as the applications themselves.
Since it is APM that monitors the most important part of the stack (the
application), APM is then the most important of the monitoring tools.
APM is also unique in that it is the only approach to monitoring that
can actually measure how well transactions initiated by end users are
performing, and when they are not performing correctly, point to the
issues in the code that are causing the problem. No other approach to
monitoring combines measuring what really matters with the diagnostics
into what actually causes the problems.
For these reasons, if you are doing Digital Transformation and creating
new applications as a result, or if you are putting business critical applications into production for any other reason, APM is a mandatory tool that
should be deployed to allow you to be sure that your applications are
working correctly in production, and that you can quickly address issues
when they arise.
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Challenges Faced by APM
As essential as APM is, the high rate of innovation in the technology
industry has created a set of challenges that must be addressed:
The number of interactions
that are now online and their
frequency means that every single
one of them now matters. If a
thousand of your customers are
online with you at any moment
in time then each of their
experiences matters individually
every second. This means that
sampling the performance of an
application every minute (which is
what traditional APM does) is no
longer adequate.

Dynamic operations
(Kubernetes) means that
microservices and containers get
created and destroyed at light
speed.

Applications are being broken into
microservices which helps evolve
each microservice more quickly.
However this exponentially
explodes the number of things
that need to be monitored and
when combined with need to
monitor comprehensively breaks
the back end data models of
traditional APM solutions.

In addition to technical issues,
there is also the issue of
cost. Ubiquitous roll-out of
APM solutions has become
problematic for several reasons

Monitoring comprehensively
does not just mean collecting
the response time metrics for
every single interaction. It means
also collecting the associated
logs, traces, dependencies and
relationships for every interaction.
The pace of innovation and the
degree of diversity is now so high
that it is a challenge for any single
APM vendor to keep up with the
entire waterfront of technologies
in use. Open source projects like
Prometheus and OpenTelemetry
are being invented to address
some of these issues and APM
vendors must adapt to embrace
this new diversity in sources of
monitoring data.

APM solutions must evolve
to automatically detect the
existence of new containers,
and to automatically inject the
appropriate instrumentation
without the need for installation
or manual intervention by a
support engineer.

• The traditional license cost
of an APM solution has
been in the area of $2,000
per host per year, making
it difficult for enterprises
to deploy APM solutions
on every application that
is critical to their Digital
Transformation initiatives.
• The sheer number of
services, hosts, technology
platforms, etc. make it
operationally difficult to
keep agents up to date, or
even roll-out the necessary
monitoring to deliver the
value proposition of APM
- to find and fix problems
wherever they occur.
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Observability and APM
What is Observability?
Application Performance Observability can mean one of two things. It can simply be a new term to describe
what monitoring vendors are already doing (metrics, logs and traces), or it can mean a new category of software
designed to address the unmet needs of the new real-time, diverse, dynamic, and continuously updated online
application environments. For the second definition, an Observability Platform should therefore incorporate the
following capabilities:
Comprehensive instrumentation
– capturing the metrics, logs,
traces, dependencies, relationships
and configuration state over time
of each interaction individually.
Deterministic instrumentation
– making sure that the collected
data is absolutely correct as
it pertains to the interaction,
transaction or unit of work for
which the data is collected.
Sampling and statistical rollups are
simply not good enough anymore.
Automatic instrumentation
– there is simply no time
for operators to react to the
existence of new containers and
to then run installation scripts
to install monitoring agents.
There is also no time for support
engineers to keep track of what
is running in each container
and to install the appropriate
agents. Observability means fully
automated instrumentation that
senses what is in the container and
automatically injects the correct
instrumentation as the container is
launched.
High cardinality analytics –
capturing everything is pointless
(and in fact harmful) if an
automated process does not exist
to find the needles in the haystack
that are worthy of attention by
humans and other automated
support processes. Observability
means automatically sorting
through the deluge of data to find
the important exceptions.

A real-time high scale back end
– the amount of data collected
by an Observability Platform
and the diversity of this data
requires a back end designed
to meet this need. Commodity
open source databases are not
adequate to meet the needs of an
Observability Platform.
Diverse approaches to
instrumentation – Observability
platforms must support a variety
of open source approaches to
collecting instrumentation in order
to be able to keep up with the
pace of innovation and cover the
waterfront of technical approaches
in use.
Root cause analysis based upon AI
AND deterministic relationships
– Observability platforms must
use the deterministic relationships
and dependencies to guarantee
that the related anomalies found
by the AI are in fact causation and
not just correlation.
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When is Observability Required?
Observability means comprehensive and deterministic instrumentation
via metrics, logs, traces, dependencies and configuration state over time
for every interaction and unit of work of interest. This is then required
when every interaction is important (every user MUST have a good
experience, and every funds transfer must complete successfully) and the
number of these interactions per unit of time demands a comprehensive
approach instead of an approach based upon periodic sampling.

Who Needs Observability?
Any organization whose applications meet the above Observability
requirements should pursue an Observability Platform. The key
constituents for an Observability Platform in the enterprise are:
The Development Teams who
wrote the code – Development
teams are under enormous
pressure to rapidly evolve the
functionality of their applications
in order to drive online business
goals like revenue, market share,
and customer satisfaction. Time
spent solving problems and having
to repeat releases detracts from
the online competitive position of
the enterprise.
DevOps, SRE, and Application
Support Teams – Every outage
or brownout negative impacts
online business performance
and customer satisfaction. Teams
supporting online applications in
high scale and high transaction
rate environments need
Observability Platforms to keep
up with the transaction rate
and the rate of change in their
environments.

Application owners – Application
owners need to know the real
time status of the online service
quality of their applications and to
be able to understand variations
in service quality over time. An
Observability Platform is unique in
its ability to provide these insights.
Owners of online business
application results – While
Observability Platforms are
designed to serve a technical
audience, the metrics collected by
these platforms (in particular the
response time, transaction rate
and error rate) of each transaction
are in fact directly related to the
online revenue and customer
experience of the application.
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Moving from APM to Observability
The functionality of a modern APM solution is the required starting point
in your journey towards an Observability Platform. You cannot have
Observability if you do not have comprehensive insights about every unit
of online work that occurs in your applications of interest. This leads to the
following recommendations:
Deploy a modern APM solution
that can collect the required data
types at near comprehensive levels
(for example every second instead
of every minute)
Deploy a modern APM solution
that is based upon automated
instrumentation so that your
teams do not have to keep up
with the diversity and rate of
change in your environment.

Deploy a modern APM solution
that is on a clear roadmap
towards an Observability
Platform and pay particular
attention to the back end data
architecture and resulting high
cardinality analytics.
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Extend APM to Observability
As organizations continue to accelerate digital transformation and
other like-minded initiatives, moderna applications have become more
critical, more numerous, more complex and more difficult to manage.
At the time where Application Performance Management tools are most
needed, they struggle to provide the level of visibility needed to ensure
proper execution and performance.
This lack of visibility from APM into Cloud-Native applications led to
the rise of Observability solutions, which can provide more contextual
visibility, depending on what the Dev team adds into their code, but
lacks the basic code-level visibility needed to find and fix problems when
they occur.
Thus, as organizations deploy and maintain modern (or Cloud-native)
applications and microservices, sometimes they need traditional
Application Monitoring, and sometimes they need new Observability.
Rather than try choose one as better than the other, it’s best to think of
Observability and APM in concert, leveraging the best of each tool as
needed.
With this in mind, along with the primary need to troubleshoot
problems, it’s best to consider modern APM solutions (generation 3+)
as the starting point for your journey towards an Observability Platform.
Not only does a modern APM solution already collect the data types
needed to solve problems, they also already measure transactions, one of
the critical pieces of a complete observability platform.
But you should also consider how your Observability tactics work
together with your APM tool. Can you move smoothly from one use case
to the other, support all the different data types (including Open Source)
that can provide input and analyze the full range of information available
through observability? If not, then chances are you’re going to continue
to have gaps one way or the other.
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Ranking the Observability Offerings
The first question that we as an
industry have to address is whether
or not the term “Observability”
actually means anything, and if it
does mean something, how is that
something different and better
than what all of the vendors had a
year ago before everyone started
marketing the term Observability.
One school of thought is that every
vendor who has some combination
of metrics, logs and traces has
observability. That means that
pretty much every modern APM
vendor already has Observability,
and Observability is just a new way
of talking about something that has
been around for at least a year.

What Does Observability
Really Mean?
Denigrating the Observability
to a marketing term is not the
right thing to do. Observability
means the following unique things
which no vendor covers in their
entirety today:
 Comprehensive collection of code
profiles, metrics, logs, traces, and
dependencies for every unit of
work (transaction, batch job, etc.)
that the business cares about.
So if your application executes
5,000 transactions in a second, the
monitoring system understands
each one of them individually,
and collects code profiles, metrics,
logs, traces and dependencies for
each one of them individually.
 A big data back end that can
handle this volume of data,
and the diverse data types that
comprise code profiles, metrics,
logs, traces and dependency maps.
This requirement alone makes
every vendor whose back end
consists of a cobbled together
set of open source databases
like Cassandra and Elastic into a
legacy solution.
 A relationship engine that
automatically calculates the
relationships and dependencies
for each unit of work of interest.
A relationship can be the flow
of an N-Tier transaction through
an application to its services and
databases, a set of traces and
their respective spans, a “runs
on” where a VM is running on a
particular host, or a Kubernetes
Node is running on a particular
Pod (and contending for resources
with other VM’s or Nodes), simply
a membership (this transaction ran
in this VMware Data Center or this
AWS Region).

 A high cardinality analytics engine
that automatically finds exceptions
in the vast flood of data that are
worthy of further analysis by AI
and by humans.
 Instant and automated instrumentation. If a new microservice
is deployed into production, the
monitoring system should instantly
detect its presence and automatically instantiate the appropriate
(for the correct language, JVM,
and framework) instrumentation.
Manually instrumenting code or
installing an agent after the fact is
simply not good enough anymore.
 AI based root cause that is actually
useful and that actually works
as desired. The comprehensive
and deterministic data that is a
requirement for Observability to
exist is the necessary pre-condition
to AI that works, since attempting
to do root cause upon statistical
estimates results in the classic
“garbage in, garbage out” problem.
 The deterministic data of
Observability is also the necessary
pre-condition for the most desired
feature in monitoring — automated
problem resolution. Humans
cannot keep up with today’s highly
dynamic systems and applications,
and it is high time that automation
steps in to create truly self-operating, self-tuning, and self-healing
systems.

Notable Vendor Innovations in
Observability
While you cannot buy a complete
Observability solution as outlined
above from any single vendor,
some very important innovations
and progress have been brought to
market:

 Instana and Dynatrace have both
entirely rewritten their agents to
deliver completely automated
instrumentation. This means that
the agent senses what is running
in the container or the JVM and
automatically injects the correct
instrumentation. The benefit
of this approach is that once
the agent is installed in the OS,
instrumentation of the application
is fully automatic, and there is
no configuration required for
variations in languages, JVMs and
application frameworks.

 LightStep, through the
OpenTracing open source project
has delivered comprehensive
instrumentation of tracing. The
only issue with the LightStep
solution is that developers have to
include the OpenTracing libraries
into their code.

 Instana is able to collect, process,
analyze and provide results in
the user interface for one second
metrics. This is as close to comprehensive metric instrumentation as
anyone has gotten. Everyone else
is at the one minute interval.
 New Relic has rebuilt their entire
back end, which it now calls the
New Relic Database (NRDB). This
is the first monitoring back end
from a major APM vendor custom
built to meet the needs of an
Observability Platform.

 Dynatrace, Instana, New Relic
and Datadog have all delivered
automated (zero coding required)
implementations of OpenTracing.
You just install their agents and
the agents implement the tracing
for you.

Ranking the Vendors in
Observability
If you accept the above definitions
of Observability, then no vendor
has it today. This is true for the
simple reason that no vendor has
automated and comprehensive
collection of code profiles, metrics,
logs, traces and dependencies for
every unit of work in the application
that the business cares about.
The offerings today either require
manual code instrumentation
(which is a poor use of developer
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resources) or collect data every
minute instead of for every unit of
work. The exceptions here are traces
where pretty much everyone has
comprehensive tracing (which is
really only relevant for microservices
based applications), and Instana
who can collect, analyse and present
data at the one second interval. This
leads to the ranking table below. It
is important to note that massive
investments are being made by the
respective vendors on the front of
Observability, and the associated
analytics and automation, and that
the table below will therefore likely
get updated quite frequently.

Who is Where in Observability
Capability

Splunk

Elastic

AppDynamics

Dynatrace

New Relic

Instana

Datadog

Honeycomb

Lightstep

5th

5th

8th

2nd

3rd

1st

4th

5th

8th

Comprehensive Log Collection
Comprehensive Metric
Collection
Comprehensive Tracing
Collection
Comprehensive Dependency
Collection
Comprehensive Relating
of Logs, Metrics, and
Dependencies
Automated and Instant
Instrumentation
High Cardinality Analytics
Dependency Map and AI
Based Root Cause
Automated
Problem
Rank
Resolution

– Strongly Differentiated Capability

– Average Value

– Differentiated Capability

– Less Value than Normal

– Feature or Benefit not Present
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Rankings
1st

Instana

2nd

Dynatrace

3rd

New Relic

4th

Datadog

5th

Splunk

5th

Elastic

5th

Honeycomb

8th

AppDynamics

8th

Lightstep

Observability Solution Evaluation Criteria
Comprehensive Log Collection
One of the three key pieces of
observability is the ability to capture
and process information from any
logs operating within the system.

Comprehensive Metric
Collection
Another key piece of observability
data is collecting metrics, any and all
metrics, especially as they relate to
the golden signals (latnecy, traffic (or
load), errors and saturation).

Comprehensive Tracing
Collection
The last piece of the observability
data collection is the ability to
capture complete distributed traces
of all application requests.

Comprehensive Dependency
Collection
This is especially critical for
microservices-based applications,
since dependencies tend to be
the most important pieces of
information for troubleshooting.

Comprehensive Relating
of Logs, Metrics and
Dependencies
This refers to the ability (or lack
thereof) to capture, collect, report
and analyze the connections
between any of the three levels of
information collection - logs, metrics
and traces - together.

Automated and Instant
Instrumentation
Even when committed to
proprietary instrumentation,
anything that takes time to
determine, spec, write and deploy

takes too long. Any code-level
instrumentation should occur
without human intervention
- automatically.

High Cardinality Analytics
In modern dynamic application
architectures, things are constantly
changing (new infrastructure
containers spinning up and down,
updated code releases and more).
Waiting up to an hour to determine
if an update is operating correctly
means you’ll probably miss the
problem.

Dependency Map and AI
Based Root cause
Just because all dependencies within
a distributed application have been
captured doesn’t mean they’re
useful. Only when an appropriate
visualization of those dependencies
exists can stakeholders get a
clear understanding of what the
application is using and how.

Automated Problem
Resolution
When problems occur, Ops teams
usually follow a “run-book” to
determine the appropriate course of
action - actions that can be anything
from a roll-back to a full system
reboot. Automated resolution takes
those run books and automates
the appropriate reactions to any
problems.
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